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WHAT IS THE GOAL OF DISPLAY CAMPAIGNS? 
This simple question usually leads to lengthy discussions. This 
white paper clearly places us at the top end of the funnel. Meaning: 
the main objective is to increase brand awareness and the per-
formance promise. We aim to raise awareness within the defined 
target group.

WHAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN CREATING  
ADVERTISING MATERIAL? 

Display Advertising

David Pereira, Chief Revenue Officer at AdUnit 
AG and former Head of Performance  
Management at Scout24 Schweiz AG shares his 
insights from over 2‘000 campaigns. 

Yes, exactly... although the focus is on awareness, a leaderboard 
should also be created in each case. Though it is suboptimal for 
design, it is very widely used. This can optimise your reach.

TAKE A TARGETED APPROACH TO SUCCESS WITH A BANNE SET 
Different providers‘ websites and portals have a wide variety of 
designs. That is why it is essential to create multiple formats for an 
effective campaign. A balanced mix is important here, as it ensu-
res that users are picked up on all types of devices.

Halfpage:  300x600px 
Wideboard:  994x250px 
Rectangle:  300x250px (For mobile and desktop) 
Leaderboard 728x90px 

1. YOUR LOGO 
One of the things we aim to do with display campaigns is gene-
rate awareness of your brand. That is why this element is a must 
for your banners. Place it somewhere prominent and make sure it 
is legible and of suitable quality. Even though you‘re proud of the 
logo, make sure it doesn‘t detract from the performance promise 
or the call-to-action. The logo is also important to have on the ban-
ner for the user experience – it lets the user know where they‘re 
going before they click. This is why most partners require a logo or 
the URL of the landingpage on the banners.

2. YOUR PERFORMANCE PROMISE 
What does the product stand for? What is the quality of your 
service? Which USP is the focus? The message must be kept short 
and concise on your banners. It is also best to place specific cam-
paigns and offers here. And don‘t hesitate to attract attention with 
statements such as „Quality for exacting standards“, „Offer of the 
month“, „Competent and reliable“. If your offer has limited availabili-
ty, make this clear to create a sense of urgency. 

3. CALL TO ACTION – WITH OR WITHOUT A BUTTON  
Whether you have a button or not, place a call to action. It sounds 
trivial, but sometimes it takes that final animation for the user to 
click. Depending on the design, you can also use a button to emp-
hasise the request. Eye-catching colour is always an advantage 
here, but be mindful of the overall look of the design. Since we read 
from left to right and from top to bottom, place it in the lower right 
section of the banner if possible.

THE THREE MANDATORY COMPONENTS OF A BANNER  
Logo, performance promise, call-to-action (CTA) – stick to this 
order and the design will flow. It‘s the same in the real world; we 
introduce ourselves (logo), communicate our offer (performance 
promise) and then ask for a reaction (CTA/button).
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A/B TESTING?  
A/BA/B testing can make sense for some with larger budgets. If, 
however, a small budget is being divided up for several designs 
and then again for several formats, there will be a lack of sufficient 
data for a statement or optimisation. A/B testing should therefore 
be considered carefully and not end with the click rate. In a proper 
test, the performance on the landing page must also be ensured 
by means of tracking. You can read more about this in another of 
our white papers.

NO BREAKDOWN IN COMMUNICATION  
When designing your banners, make sure that they are as similar 
as possible to the design of the landing page. Users have certain 
expectations when they click on a banner. If they then land on a 
website which is completely different in terms of design, this could 
be irritating. 

SELECT YOUR TEMPLATE 
Du You start by choosing the design. If 
against all expectations you don‘t find one 
that suits you, get in touch with us. We will 
make one just for you.

PLACE YOUR CONTENT  
You can insert images and text with just a 
few clicks. Remember your performance 
promise and state if your offer is limited.

GENERATE NUMEROUS FORMATS 
The Creative Generator can create up to 
13 formats at the same time with just one 
click. These are clearly presented on a sing-
le page at the end.

ANIMATION? YES, BUT DON’T MAKE IT A RAVE 
Use targeted small effects or animations to attract the user‘s 
attention in a charming way. Avoid intense flashing animations 
or extremely distracting elements that tend to confuse the user 
or make it difficult to read the message. Targeted, elegant with a 
twist... It may take a minute or two – but the investment is worth 
it.An animation is the best way to communicate something in a 
staggered way.

The Creative Generator allows you to easily create a set of anima-
ted banners without any programming knowledge. The tool guides 
you intuitively through the process and allows you to create up to 
13 formats simultaneously in your preferred design in just a few 
minutes. Choose from a variety of templates to suit your needs.

IMAGES – NOT REQUIRED BUT NICE TO HAVE  
Do you really need a symbol to communicate your message? Or is 
the image of your product and clear communication enough? This 
question doesn‘t always have an obvious answer. The only thing 
that is clear is that users don‘t take the time to analyse and inter-
pret complex graphics or images in banners. So choose images 
well – sometimes the message alone can be convincing.

CLICK TRACKER  
Where will the banner be placed? Which systems for tracking are in 
use there? This information is essential for choosing the right click 
tracker. If you find yourself facing this challenge again and again, 
you can also have us create templates for you. Adhere to the 
service provider‘s advertising media specifications when produ-
cing the banners. It is best to request these before producing the 
banners in order to avoid unnecessary delays and costs. You can 
find AdUnit‘s current specifications here. 

Display Advertising

THE FILE SIZE HAS AN INFLUENCE ON YOUR REACH  
The grande finale... the file size. This is where the going gets tough. 
The performance of the publisher‘s own website has an influence 
on its rating by Google in terms of SEO. As a result, many publis-
hers impose limits on file size. Always stay below 115kb whenever 
possible. 

ADUNIT CREATIVE GENERATOR
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HOW CAN I GET STARTED EFFICIENTLY?   
There are several ways to get started with display advertising. 

We would be happy to assist you with your project.

Contact us for a free-of-charge, 
non-binding discussion.  

BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT HERE

https://go.adunit.ch/l/908102/2021-04-13/ddp8

